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 THE FOUNTAIN
was a heavy snowfall in the second week in April: " What
a country!" he cried. "How can a man live in it!" And the
sudden heat of early May pleased him no better. "Look,"
he said, squeezing the sweat from his wrists, "here is
the summer. But in Holland they have summer before
the leaves are out on the trees. The season is a month
behind/'
Lewis and Ramsdell were always glad to leave him, but
they did not avoid his cottage, a visit to it having become
part of their routine. When Ballater was with them, the
visit was prolonged, for Ballater was irritated by the Bel-
gian's horticulture, which no persuasions would change,
and argument would be continued in fierce French until
the Belgian's daughter appeared by chance from the back
of the cottage and, having shown by little flutterings of her
hands how surprised she was to see the Englishman, stared
at Ballater with the eyes of a child outside a pastry-cook's
shop. His daughter? "Nonsense," Ballater would say, "I
don't believe she's his daughter. She'd escape sometimes
if she were. . . . Not that I've any real interest in her. Her
neck is too short." Often they left him in the Belgian's
garden, for he never tired of inventing ruses to trick the
man into leaving him alone with the girl. Neither failure
in this nor her short neck discouraged him. She was a
woman and she admired him; that was enough.
But as summer increased, Ballater's absences from the
cottage became longer and more frequent, and Ramsdell,
being often alone with Lewis or with Julie, began to know
them, through his intuitions of their relationship, with pro-
found knowledge, and to guess, as one guesses of people
in a tale, what they were discovering, or might discover.
One morning when he and Julie, having met by chance
in the little wood that divided the upper lake from the
road, were walking there together in sight of the Castle,
she looked across the water to the tower and said:
"You know— don't you? — what Lewis and I are to each
other?"
"Yes."
"How did you guess? Tell me how you guessed!"

